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ABSTRACT 
We characterize global tube structures on RN which are solvable with compact support and pro- 
ve that the null solutions of these structures have an extension property analogous to the property 
of holomorphic functions of several variables given by Hartog’s theorem. 
$0. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a sub-bundle 9 of C@ TRN, generated over RN by n IN linearly 
independent smooth complex vector fields L 1, . . . , L, . If u is a complex smooth 
function defined on an open set f2c RN, we write _!Z?U =0 to indicate that 
Liz4(x)=0 for j=l,..., n and XEQ, and denote by ~?(!2,9?) the space of 
smooth functions in a that satisfy 9u=O. 
An Spolygonal line is a continuous piecewise differentiable path such that 
each differentiable piece is an integral curve of one of the real vector fields 
Re L,, . . . . ReL,,ImL,,...,ImL, 
Let Sz be a proper subset of RN and let KCC!2 be compact. We say that 
(Q,K) is a good pair for 5? if 
(0.1) 
every point of Q \ K can be joined to every neighborhood of the 
point at infinity by an &?-polygonal line contained in RN \ K. 
* Partly supported by CNPq, Brazil. 
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The precise meaning of (0.1) is that given p E 52 \ K and R > 0, there exists an 
Spolygonal line v(t), Or ts 1, such that y(t) $ K, 01 t5 1, y(0) =p and 
l~(l)l >R. 
We say that 9? has the Hartogs property, briefly, the (HP) if 
(HP) 
(I 
for every good pair for _P, (52, K), and every u EX(SZ \ K,$l?), 
there exists Uere(S2,9?) such that U= u in Q \ K. 
This terminology is justified by a well known theorem of Hartogs, stating that 
it 9 is generated by a&,, . . . , a/a&, in 67’2: R2” and nr2, (so N(Q,9?) denotes 
the holomorphic functions in Q and (Sz, K) is a good pair for S if 52 \ K is con- 
nected) then 9 has the (HP). It was observed by Ehrenpreis [3] (see also [4]) 
that the theorem of Hartogs follows from the following two facts 
(0.2) 
if f is a compactly supported l-form in C”, nr2, such that 
$f = 0, there exists u E E?:(C) such that au =f, 
(0.3) 
(I 
a holomorphic function u defined in a connected open set n is 
identically zero if it vanishes on an open subset of S2. 
Many properties of holomorphic functions of several variables that do not hold 
for holomorphic functions of one variable, like the lack of existence of isolated 
singularities and zeros, can be explained from the fact that (0.1) holds for n I 2 
but not for n=l. 
In this work we characterize globally integrable tube structures on RN which 
have the analog of property (0.2). They are exactly those for which the real 
parts of the functions of .Z(Q,g), SZcRn, verify a minimum principle. This 
property turns out to be equivalent to a geometric property involving only “the 
n first integrals” of 9. As an applications, we study the (HP) for the standard 
CR-structure on the Lewy hyperquadric 
Imz,+i = 1zJ2+e..+ /z,12- /z,+,j2- ... - 12,12 zEC”+’ 
obtaining that (HP) is valid if and only if 1 < v<n, n 12. 
For general locally integrable structures of codimension 1, the local solvabili- 
ty with compact support is reasonably well understood ([2]) but it does not seem 
easy to extend the same results to arbitrary codimension. 
5 1. GLOBAL TUBE STRUCTURES IN RN 
Our basic assumption is that 9 is a globally integrable tube structure in RN. 
This means that there exist global coordinates in RN, x,, . . . . x,, t,, . . . . t,, 
n + m =N, such that 
there exist m smooth functions Z,, . . . . Z,,, on RN, of the form 
(1.1) Zj(x,t)=xj+i@j(t) j= l,..., m, XER~, tERn, i=1/=-r, 
such that 
(1.2) ~Zj=O, j=l,..., m. (1.2) 
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We say that the functions Z,, . . . , Z, form a complete set of first integrals of 
9. The solvability and hypoellipticity of tube structures have been studied in 
[lo] and [7]. 
We may obtain n global generators of 2: 
(1.3) Lj= ~ + E Ajax, j= l,...,n 




Ajk(t) = -i 7 j= l,..., n, k= l,..., m. 
I 
They satisfy 
[LjLk]=LjLk-LkLj=o k,j= &...,m. 
Since the real part of Lj is just a/dt,, an integral curve of Re Lj is simply a seg- 
ment parallel to the corresponding axis. In particular, two points of RN with 
the same x-coordinate can be joined by an &?-polygonal line. 
If g1 denotes the orthogonal of 2? with respect to the duality between 
tangent vectors and forms (gl is a subbundle of the complexified cotangent 
bundle), the exterior derivative defines, by passing to the quotient, a complex 
of differential operators 
(1.5) ~“(RN,AP(C @ T*R”/sU’))~ B”(RN,/lP+‘(C @ T*R’%“)), 
wherep=O,l,..., n-l. 
Let QC RN be open. If p, q E Q consider them equivalent if they can be join- 
ed by an _%polygonal line contained in 0. This partitions 52 in equivalence 
classes called the orbits of &? in 52 (cf. [S]). The orbits are smooth submanifolds 
of 0 and their behavior is intimately linked to solvability, hypoellipticity and 
uniqueness in the Cauchy problem ([5], [6], [9]). We now state a uniqueness 
result that follows from the local integrability of 2. 
THEOREM 1.1. (Treves, [9]) Let u EX(Q, 9) and assume that u vanishes on a 
neighborhood of apointp E Q. Then u vanishes on the orbit of 2 in ~2 that con- 
tains p. 
Notice that if KcCf2cRN is a good pair, every point in 52 \ K belongs to 
an orbit of 9 in RN \ K that hits the boundary of Q. More precisely, 
LEMMA 1.1. (Let (~2, K) be a good pair for $Z?. Then, there exists a neigh- 
borhood o of K in Q such that every point of X2 can be joined to any 
neighborhood of infinity by an Spolygonal line contained in RN \ a. 
Indeed, points of &2 lying outside a big ball B that contains K can be joined 
to infinity by an _&polygonal line contained in the complement of that ball and 
a compactness argument shows that points in a52 fl B can be joined to infinity 
by &?-polygonal lines that remain at a distance ?E of K for some positive E. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let u be a smooth real function defined on an open subset 
QCRN. We say that u assumes a local minimum over a compact subset 
KcCQ if there exists aE R and V open, KC VcQ, such that 
u=a on K, 
u>a on V\K. 
We now state our main result, the proof of which will be postponed until 
section 3. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 9 be a globally integrable tube structure in RN, @j, 
j=l ,..., m,L,,k=l,..., n given by (1.1) and (1.3) respectively. The following 
properties are equivalent if n 22: 
a) For all f,, . . . ,f, E @$?‘(RN) such that 
Ljfk=Lkfj, j,k= l,...,n 
there exists a unique u E gcm(RN) such that 
LjU =fi, j = 1, . . ..n. 
b) Let v(t) be a linear combination with real coefficients of the functions 
$4 
, . . . , @, . Then v cannot assume a local minimum over a compact subset of 
c) Let Q c RN be open and u E.X(Q,~?). Then Re u cannot assume a local 
minimum over a compact subset of Q. 
In terms of the complex (1.5), property a) of the last theorem simply means 
that 
gcm(RN)% @$?‘(RN,A’(~) T*RN/9’))L 
A gcm(RN,A2(C @ T*RN/@)) 
is exact. 
We now adapt the arguments of Hormander [4; Thms. 2.3.2, 2.3.2’1 to ob- 
tain the Hartogs property from solvability with compact support. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let 9 verify the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1.2. Then 
9? has the (HP). 
PROOF. Let Kc cQcRN, Q#RN, be a good pair for .9 and consider a func- 
tion UE&‘(Q \ K,&X?). Let o be the open set of Lemma 1.1 and take a function 
x E FZCa(o), equal to 1 in a neighborhood of K. Then, the smooth functions 
fj = ULjX are COIIqX3Ctly supported in cc) \ K and Verify Ljfk = Lkfj, j = 1, . . . , n. 
By Theorem 1.2 we can find v E @Zcm(RN) such that LjV = fj, 15 jc n. It is clear 
that v e.X(RN \ c&9), so Theorem 1.1 and the choice of cc) imply that v 
vanishes on neighborhood of 8Q. Now set U= v + (1 -x)u. so UE K?(Q) and 
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U= u near aQ. Hence 9 U=O and another application of Theorem 1.1 shows 
that U=u in Q\K. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let Q be an open subset of C”, nz2, and let K be a com- 
pact subset of Q. Assume that 
(1.6) CN \ K is connected. 
Then every holomorphic function defined on Q \ K extends to a holomorphic 
function on Q. 
Indeed, if 9 is generated by the anti-holomorphic derivations, an L#?- 
polygonal line is just a polygonal line with segments parallel to the coordinate 
axes so (1.6) is equivalent in this case to (0.1). Condition c) of Theorem 1.2 is 
verified in this case because of the minimum principle for harmonic functions. 
Observe that if Q \ K is connected, then (1.6) is satisfied. Thus, Corollary 1.1 
is the usual version of Hartog’s theorem. 
Now we consider open subsets QC RN with smooth, non-characteristic 
boundary. In this case, there is a stronger version of Theorem 1.3 where the 
function to be extended is just defined on &2. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Q E V(RN, R) verify 
(1.7) @ = 0 * 6,@#0. 
Then, the following conditions are equivalent for v E @“(RN, C@ T*RN/g’): 
i) (&,~r\v)(p)=O if .q(p)=O, peRN. 
ii) there exist h, E V’(RN), h, E E?“(RN, @ @ T*RN/9’) such that 
v = h,&,Q+eh,. 
We leave the easy proof to the reader. Now we consider a bounded open subset 
(1.8) !S={peRN: &p)<O) 
where the smooth real function Q verifies (1.7). Notice that 0 is a regular value 
of Q so 52 has a smooth boundary. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let D be given by (1.8) and assume that (RN, 0) is a good pair 
for 2. Then, if u is a smooth function defined on a neighborhood of aQ, such 
that c?$,u satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lemma 1.2, there exists a unique 
U E E?‘(Q) f1~4?(G?,9?) such that U = u on aQ. 
PROOF. First we construct U’ such that U’= u on &2 and furthermore a0 U’ 
vanishes of infinite order at aQ. To that extent we construct, by induction on 




ScU, = O(ek) as e-0. 
Of course, we may reason in a neighborhood of aQ. We define uo= u, so 
SOUo= h,60~ + eh2 by the hypothesis on u. Hence, if we set u1 = -h,, it 
follows that &CT, =e(h,--d,h,)=O(~). Assume that uI,...,uk, krl, have 
been defined so that SoUk = O(ek), i.e., SoUk =ekh for some appropriate h 
defined in a neighborhood of aQ. Applying 6r to both sides of the last equality 
we obtain 
0 = 6,(Qkh) = kek-‘BOer\h+ekd,h = ek-‘(kdoer\h+&h). 
This equation implies that 60~~ h = 0 on aQ, so we may apply Lemma 1.2 to 
write h = hl doe + @h2. Hence, 
&,U, = ekh = ekh,dOe+ek+‘h,, 
anditisenoughtodefineuk+l=-@kt1hl/(k+1)toachieve60U~+,=O(~k’1). 
By a standard argument, the formal series u. + ... +ekuk + ... gives rise to a 
smooth function U’, defined on RN, with the required properties. Since doU’ 
is flat on the boundary of Q, multiplying a0 U’ by the characteristic function 
of Q we obtain a smooth and compactly supported V that satisfies 6, V= 0. It 
follows from Theorem 1.2 that l/=do W for some WE fZcm(RN) and using the 
fact that (RN, a) is a good pair for 9 we conclude that W is supported in a. 
Thus, U= U’- W is the required extension of u/X2. 
92. THE LEWY STRUCTURE 
Let (z,s)=(zt,..., z,,, s) denote the coordinates in C=” x R’ = R2”+‘. Fix an in- 
teger v, 1 I VI n, and set 
&j = 1 if 1 ljlv, 
&j=-1 if v<jln. 
The Lewy structure gV is by definition generated by the system of vector fields 
(2.1) 
a a 
Lj= z -lEjZJzt j=l n. ? . . . . 
J 
This has the following geometric interpretation. Consider the imbedding /1 of 
C” x R ’ into C” +I given by 
c Zj=zj j= l,...,n, (2.2) Z n+r =S+i i &jlZj12a ,=I 
Then, the push-forward of 9” to A(C” x R’) by /1 is precisely the tangential 
Cauchy-Riemann structure induced on /1(C” xR’) by C”“. For n = 1, one 
gets the celebrated example of W. Lewy of a non-solvable vector field in R3. 
The solvability of the Lewy complex was extensively studied in [l]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let n L 2. The Lewy structure gv has the (HP) if and only if 
l<v<n. 
PROOF. Assume that v=n. Then, u(z,s)=(s+i ~.z~~))‘EY~(C”XR’ \ {O},&) 
but cannot be continuously extended to a)” x R’, so 9,, does not have the (HP). 
Similarly, neither does 9?i. 
Assume 1 < v < n, and consider the bihologmorphism @ of Cn+’ given by 
Wj = Zj, j = 1, . . ..n 
(2.3) 
i 
Wntl =Z,+I-ii &jZ’. 
,=I 
Composition of @ with the imbedding (2.2) gives a new imbedding 
i 
Wj’Zj’Xj+Yj, j= l,...,n 
(2.4) 
w,+1 =S-2 i EjXjYj+2i i &j_Y,‘a 
j=l ,=I 
We may now define new global coordinates (x’, t’) in R”+’ x R” - C” x R’ by 
r x;=~j, j= l,...,n 
(2.5) 
i 
X' 77+1 = S-2 i: &jXj_Yj 
j=l 
t;=y,, j=l,..., n. 
Dropping the primes in the new coordinate system, the imbedding (2.4) is given 
by 
Wj = Xj-titj, j = 1, . . ..n 
W n+l =xn+1 + i i ej t,? 
J=I 
which shows that .J& is a globally integrable tube structure that verifies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1.2. Indeed, the functions @i, . . . . 9, are in this case 
#j(t) = tj, 1 Ij_c n, 
o,(t) = i: &jt~, (m = n + 1) 
j=l 
and it is easy to verify that no linear combination of the @i.s can assume a local 
minimum over a compact subset of R” when 1 < v < n. 
53. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
a) j c). Assume that c) does not hold. Then, there exists QC RN and 
u ELY&~, 9) that assumes a local minimum, say, equal to zero, over a compact 
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set KC C l2. Shrinking a, we may assume that Re v = 0 on K and Re v > 0 on 
Sz \ K. Adding an imaginary constant to v we may assume that v vanishes at 
some point of K. Hence, the zero set F of v in Q is compact and not empty. 
Take x E gem(a), x = 1 in a neighborhood of F, set fj = Ljx/V E 6Ycm(RN) and 
solve the problem 
LjU’fi lljln 
in VZca(RN) which is possible because Ljfk = Lkfj, for 15 j, k< n and we are 
assuming a). Consider a point (x0, to) E F such that 
y(s) = (xy ,..., xi,ty ,..., tt_,,s)$F for s> tj. 
For large s, y(s) is outside the support of w = u -x/v ES(R~ \ F,@, and since 
y(s) is an _%polygonal line, w vanishes on y(s) for s> t,” by Theorem 1 .l. This 
contradicts the fact that x/v goes off to infinity when approaching (x0, to). 
c) - b). Assume that b) is not true. Then there exist real numbers <,, . . . , &,,, 
a, a compact set KC c R” and a bounded open set V/> K such that the function 
uO(t) = a+ f tj@jCt) 
,=I 
verifies u,(t) =0 on K and u,(t)>0 on P\ K. Set 
Z(X,t)=ia+ i ~j(X~+i@j(t))=iZ40+ f rjXj, 
j=l /=I 
u(x, t) = -iZ(x, t) + A g Zj’(x, t), 
j=l 
where ,I > 0 will be determined later. Clearly, LjU = 0, 15 j% n. We now study 
Re u = u. + ,I C,“, , (x,? - @f) on the set Sz =B(r) x VC Rm x R”, where B(r) in- 
dicates the ball of radius r centered at the origin in x-space. First we select r> 0 
so that C,“=, @f?<r2 on I/. Thus, Re u>O on all(r) x i? Next we take A >O suf- 
ficiently small to make sure that Re u > 0 on B(r) x 13 V. Hence, Re u > 0 on a.0 
and Re u 5 0 at { 0) x K. This implies that Re u assumes a local minimum on a 
compact subset of ~2 which contradicts c). 
b) + a). Let fj E ETF(RN) verify 
(3.1) Ljfk = Lkfj 1 sj, k % n. 
Consider a cube Q centered at the origin of RN with sides of length e parallel 
to the coordinates axis, such that fj~ gem(Q), 1 Ijl n. Performing a partial 
Fourier transform in the x-variables, the equations LjU =fj turn into 
(3.2) 
( 
$+kt, $c* li=fj j= l,...,n 
J J > 
where 
J(& t) = je-iX’rfj(x, t) dx. 
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The system of equations (3.2) may be written as 





where dl indicates the exterior derivative in t-space. Taking Fourier transforms 
in (3.1) we obtain 
(3.4) dt(e@‘{f) = 0, r E Rm, 
which shows that e@‘[fis a d,-exact one-form on R” for every (E Rm. Besides, 
e”‘(f^ is supported in the cube Q’C R”, equal to the projection of Q into R”. 
Select once for ever a point to E aQ’ and define u(& t) by 
(_ 
d,o([, t) = e”.(f, 
(3.5) 
u([, to) = 0. 
Of course, this determines o(<,t) uniquely as a smooth function of [ and t 
which can be expressed by 
(3.6) u(<,t> = ,ie@.:J 
Notice that the path joining to to t as well as the choice of to do not change 
the value of the integral. In particular, u(<, t) = 0 for t $ Q’ (join to to t with a 
path not intersecting Q’). Set 
zi(& t) = e-@‘50((, t) 
and observe that 
(3.7) 6(&t) =0 if t@Q’, [eRm. 
If we show that ti is actually the partial Fourier transform of a function 
UE gCm(RN), u will be the required solution of our system of equations. To 
that extent we shall derive pointwise estimates for Li. Consider the sublevel set 
m 
(3.8) s(<,r)={t~R~: C @jtjSr}. 
j=l 
If S(<, r)#0, no connected component of S(<, r) could be compact, for this 
would easily lead to contradict b). Hence, if L(c, t) denotes the connected com- 
ponent of S(& Q(t). <) that contains t, we see that 
(3.9) L(r, t) is connected and unbounded for every r E Rm. 
Fix a point t E Q’ and consider a subdivision of Q’ in cubes of sides parallel to 
coordinate axis of length 6, e =&I for some VE N to be determined later. 
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Discard the cubes that do not intersect L(<, t) and call K the union of the cubes 
that remain. The number of cubes in K is I v” = @a-” and it follows from 
(3.9) that K is connected, contains t and intersects aQ’. Thus, we may join t to 
the boundary of Q’ with a polygonal line yg,[ contained in K, which is a 
straight line in each cube of K that meets Y<,~. Therefore, the length of Y<,~ 
satisfies 
(3.10) lYcrl I fisvn = fi@Wfl. 
Every point s of K is within fiS of some point s’ of L(<, t) C S(<, a(t). 0, SO 
the mean value theorem implies 
(3.11) I(@(+@(s’))*rl =g, IFW’)l fis ItI. 
Also (G(Y) - G(t)). (50, so using (3.6), (3.7), (3.10) and (3.11) we obtain the 
estimate 
Since f^ is in the Schwartz c-space uniformly in t, choosing 6 comparable to 
(1 + l(l))’ we obtain constants Ck> 0 such that 
(3.13) Iti( ~C~(l+l<l)-~, tcQ’, PER”‘, k= 1,2 ,... 
If we define now u(x, t) to be the inverse partial Fourier transform of Li(<, t), 
we easily derive that LjU =fj and (3.13) implies that all x-derivatives a$(~, t) 
are bounded. This is also true for a,“afu, p#O, which is obvious if we write 
a$?/~ = a,“afh for a suitable choice of p’, / /I’ I = / pi - 1 and 11js n. Since 
u E fi’“(RN) and u E&?‘(R~ \ K,9?), (3.7) and Theorem 1.1 imply right away 
that UE gc,“(Q). The uniqueness of u also follows from Theorem 1.1. 
REMARKS. i) Property b) of Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the fact that the 
real (n - 1)-homology spaces of the sublevel sets (s: @(l, s) < r} are all trivial. 
This is precisely the solvability condition for the complex induced by L!? when 
the right hand side is a top form ([lo]). 
(ii) The equivalence of b) and c) in Theorem 1.2 and the uniform approxima- 
tion over compact sets of the elements of re(RN,9) by polynomials in the first 
integrals Zi, . . . , Z, given by (l.l), lead to the following curious property: if 
there exist a polynomial PE C[zl, . . . , z,] such that Re P(Z,, . . . , Z,) attains a 
minimum over a compact subset of R N, then there is a linear combination with 
real coefficients of @i, . . . , em that attains a local minimum over a compact 
subset of R”. 
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